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NONSTANDARD ARITHMETIC OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS

MASAHIRO YASUMOTO

Dedicated to Professor Toshiyuki Tugue on his 60th birthday

Let f(X, Tu , Tm) be a polynomial over an algebraic number field

K of finite degree. In his paper [2], T. Kojima proved

THEOREM. Let K — Q. If for every m integers tu , tm, there exists

an re K such that f(r, tu , tm) = 0, then there exists a rational function

g(Tu - ,Tm) over Q such that

Later, A. Schinzel [6] proved

THEOREM. If for every m arithmetic progressions Pl9 , Pm in Z there

exist integers U e Pt (i <̂  m) and an re K such that f(r, tu , tm) = 0 then

there exists a rational function g(Tu , Tm) over K such that

f(g(Tl9..',Tn), Tlf .',Tm) = Q.

In his thesis [7], S. Tung applied these theorems to solve some dicida-

bility and definability problems. In this paper, we are concerned with

geometric progressions of values of Tu , Tm. We prove

THEOREM 1. Assume that there exists au -,ame K other than 0 and

roots of unity such that for any m integers tu , tm, there exists an re K

with /(r, aί\ , alf) = 0. Then there exist a rational function g{Tu , Tm)

over K and m integers ku , km not more than k such that

where k is t h e X-degree of f(X, T u - , T m ) .

In case of m = 1, Theorem 1 is an easy consequence from Theorem

of P. Roquette (Theorem 2.1 [4]) as follows.
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Let ωe*N — TV be a nonstandard natural number which is divisible

by all natural number where *iV is an enlargement of TV. By the assump-

tion of Theorem 1, there exists a δ e *K such that

f(β, or) = 0

Let kt = [K(δ, αω); K(aω)]. Since the X-degree of f(X, T) is k,

According to Theorem 2.1 in [4], we have

THEOREM 2. For each natural number n, there is one and only one

extension Fn = K(aω/n) of K(aω) within *K such that

[Fn;K(a»)] = n

where *K is an enlargement of K.

Hence, K(δ, aω) = K(aω/kl). Therefore there exists a rational function

g(T) over T such that δ = g(aω/lci). Now we have

^\ a^) = 0 .

Since aω/kl is transcendental over K,

f(g(T\ T*0 - 0

as contended.

§2.

In this section we prove Theorem 1 for the case m — 2. To prove

it, we need iterated enlargements. Iterated enlargements are very useful

method but sometime they may cause confusion. So first we discuss basic

properties of iterated enlargements. Let °K be an enlargement of K. We

consider the structure (°K, K) and its enlargement *(°K, K) = (*OJK, *K).

Then *°K is an elementary extension of *K but not an enlargement of *K.

By Theorem of Roquette, for each ne N and ae K other than 0 and roots

of unity, the following statement is valid for (°K, K);

"For each ω e °N — N, there is one and only one extension Fn of K(aω)

within °K such that [Fn; K(aω)] = n."

By nonstandard principle, the above statement holds for (*°UL, *UL);
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"For each ωe *°iV— *N, there is one and only one extension Fn of L

within *°K such that [Fn;L] = n"

where L = {h(aω) \ h(X) e *(K(X))}. It should be noted that the rational

function field over *K in the sence of the enlargement generated by aω

must be L, not *K(aω).

Remark, *°K is an enlargement of °K, but Theorem 2 (replacing °UL

and K by *°JK" and °K respectively) does not hold, because *°iV is not

an end extension of °iV, namely there exist a ce *°iV — °N and a de°N

with c < d. In fact, let ce *°7V be an element which satisfies the set of

formulas T={c<d\de°N — N} U {ft < c\ne N}. Since any finite subset

of T is satisfiable and *°iV is an enlargement of °N, such c exists. On

the other hand, °iV is an end extension of N, so *°7V is also an end ex-

tension of *iV, therefore *°K is not an enlargement of *K.

The following Lemma 1 has been proved in [4] but we include its

proof for the convenience of the reader.

LEMMA 1. Let M be any field. Then *M(X) is relatively algebraically

closed in *(M(X)).

Proof. Let u(X)lv(X) be any element of *(M(X)) - *M(X) where u{X\

v(X) e *(M[X\) and g.c.d. (u(X), v(X)) = 1 and assume that u{X)jv{X) is

algebraic over *M(X). Then there exist c0, cly , cn e *M[X] with cO9^ 0

and co(ulv)n + c^ujv)71-1 + + cn = 0. Since w/u 6 *M(X), the degree of

w or ϋ is infinitely large. We may assume without loss of generality that

the degree of v is infinitely large. Then

cQun + cγu
n-χv + + cnυ

n = 0

cou
n = 0 mod (v) .

Since g.c.d. (u, υ) = 1,

c0 = 0 mo

Since the degree of υ is infinitely large and the degree of c0 is finite, c0

= 0. This is a contradiction.

L E M M A 2. Let ae K be not 0 rcor r o o t e o/ i^mίy and ωe*°N — *N be

divisible by all natural number. Then *K(aω/n) is the unique extension of

*X(αω) of degree n within *°K.

Proof. Let xe*°K be algebraic over *K(aω) of degree n. Then xe

L(aω/n) because L(aω/n) is the unique extension of L of degree n within *°UL
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and *K(aω) is relatively algebraically closed in L = {h(aω) \ h(X) e *(K(X))}

by Lemma 1.

Again by Lemma 1, *if (aω/n) is relatively algebraically closed in L(aω/n) =

{h(aω/n) I h(X) € *(K(X))}. Hence * e *K(aω/n), as contended.

Let ω € *°N — *iV and μe*N — N be divisible by all natural numbers.

By the assumption of Theorem 1, there exists a δ e *°K with

f(δ, αΐ, αζ) = 0 .

Since α% e *K, δ is algebraic over *K(αΊ) of degree ^! ^ /?. Hence by Lemma

2, δe *K(αΐ/kl). Let F be the relative algebraic closure of K{αζ) within *K.

Then 5 e F(αl/kχ) because F(a?/kl) is relatively algebraically closed in

*K(aΊ/kl). By Theorem 2, UΓ(αJ) has the unique extension K(aμ

2

/n) of degree

n within F. Since afkl is transcendental over F, K(a?/kl, α£) has the unique

extension K(afk\ aμ

2

/n) of degree n within F(aΐ/kl).

Let ^2 = [ϋ:(δ, αj, αr/ftl); ^(«2, αr/Λl)]. Then £2 ^ A and

Hence there exists a rational function g(Tu T2) e K(TU T2) such that

f(g(aΐ/k\ αj^ ), α?, of) = 0 .

Since c%/kle*°K—*K and a%/k2e*K- K are algebraically independent
over K,

f(g(Tu T2), Tk\ ΓJ ) = 0 .
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§3.

Proof of Theorem for m > 2 is essentially the same as that in Section

2. By induction on ίeN, we define iterated enlargements Kt = (** *2*iĵ

**'~™K, -,HK) as follows. Let Kx = (nK). Kί+1 is an enlargement of

(Ki9 K) = C*~™K, «'~™κ, , * % If), i.e. Ki+1 = H+1(KU K) = C + % , H+1K).

Let ω.e*m'"*j+1*JN — *m'"*j+1N be divisible by all natural numbers. Let

δe*m-'nK satisfy

Then by the same way as in Section 2, there exist natural numbers

ku k2, - - , km not more than k such that δ e K(atl/k\ , α^mAm). Since

αilAl> , α^m/fcw are algebraically independent over K, there is a rational

function ^(T1? , Tm) € ifiX, , Γm) such that
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